RORO SHIPPING
Features for Roll-On
Roll-Off Vehicle Shipping

From the POA to the Letter of Intent, do you find yourself bogged down with tons paperwork? Are you tired of manual
data entry of car details that can be prone to errors, like keying in VIN numbers? Are you able to automatically add vehicle
images to your system of record? Do customers continuously call or send an onslaught of emails wanting to know where
their cargo is at all times especially as port congestion continues to delay shipments around the world? If you are faced
with these day-to-day struggles, let Magaya help you work smarter, not harder!
Magaya has developed an integrated suite of solutions designed to help RORO vehicle shippers modernize, digitize, and
automate operations. You’ll save time and money by boosting productivity and eliminating the errors that go along with
doing things the old-fashioned way. Plus, your customers will appreciate the added visibility and transparency they get
with online self-service tracking and 24/7 access to vehicle images, important documents, location, and more.
With Magaya solutions for RORO shipping, you’ll have everything you need to work smarter, ship faster, and build a loyal
customer base, paving the road ahead for growth and success!

Vin Decoder

Streamline exporting vehicles by automatically
gathering vehicle data such as the make,
model, and year when you simply scan the
VIN. The vehicle information appears instantly
on your transactions and documents such as
Warehouse Receipts, Pickup Orders,
Quotations, and shipments. You can even
send the information to US Customs through
the Magaya system.

Flow WMS

No Wi-Fi where you’re snapping pictures of
the vehicles you’re shipping? No problem!
With Flow WMS, you’ll save time and speed up
the receiving process by scanning barcodes
and capturing high-quality photos right from
your Apple iOS or Google Android mobile
device. Everything gets updated in real-time
with mobile data, plus, you’ll enjoy the
freedom from the expensive, clunky, outdated
WMS hardware of the past.

LiveTrack Mobile App
Give your customers 24/7 access from any
device to Pickup Orders, Warehouse Receipts,
Cargo Releases, Shipments, Sales Orders,
Purchase Orders, Invoices, and more with the
LiveTrack Mobile App by Magaya. They’ll love
the automatic notifications at every step of the
shipment, and you’ll appreciate the freedom
from phone and e-mail inquiries, saving you
time. Customers can even view and print
attached documents such as the Air Waybill,
Bills of Lading, vehicle photographs, and
more. Keep customers apprised of rates for
services and enable them to sort based on
measurement of the cargo, mode of
transportation, origin and destination.
Customers can also view existing bookings
and place booking requests, which are sent
directly to your Magaya system.
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Generate instant quotes with our
simple and easy-to-use rate search
platform.

Save time and speed up the receiving
process with the Flow WMS app by
capturing high-quality photos right
from your mobile device and
uploading them in real-time
to the related item in your
Magaya system.

Enable customers to track their cargo
from the moment a booking is
created. If they are shipping their
vehicle in a container, the Magaya
Container Tracking Extension
tells them exactly where their
container is at all times.

Send the Master to the appropriate
carrier directly from your Magaya
system.

File your customs paperwork with
ACELYNK ABI, Magaya's fully
integrated and compliant ABI solution.
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Search and compare rates, select your
vessel, and generate a quote errorfree, within minutes.

Receive your vehicle, inspect it and
add notes to your shipment with the
Flow WMS app that allows you to
manage your warehouse from your
mobile device.

Follow up on any missing paperwork,
signatures, or additional information
for shipments directly through your
Magaya System, allowing you
to send your customers email
notifications, optimizing our
customer service.

Create the load plan/manifest within
your Magaya system.

Receive alerts on cargo status,
automate the customer service
process, provide logistics tracking and
visibility, and streamline operational
processes with the LiveTrack Mobile
App by Magaya.
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Convert your quote into a Pickup
Order to initiate your shipment. You
can also use the Pickup Order function
to create tasks to give to drivers who
have the Magaya Final Mile app
so they can complete pickups
and deliveries.

Verify the Vehicle Identification
Number (VIN) with Magaya's VIN
Decoder. It automatically gathers
vehicle data and sends the
information to US Customs through
your Magaya system.

Create a dock receipt with your
Magaya system and send it to your
customer through our built-in email
notifications.

Send customer proofs via automatic
email notifications that are set up in
your Magaya system.

Access the shipment's AR & AP details
with just one click.

